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My title alludes to that of Marx’s book,  My title alludes to that of Marx’s book,  
The Poverty of PhilosophyThe Poverty of Philosophy——
itself a play on itself a play on The Philosophy of PovertyThe Philosophy of Poverty, , 
a subtitle of a book by the French socialist a subtitle of a book by the French socialist 
and anarchist, Pierreand anarchist, Pierre--Joseph Proudhon.Joseph Proudhon.and anarchist, Pierreand anarchist, Pierre Joseph Proudhon.Joseph Proudhon.
Marx’s title reflects his harsh break with Marx’s title reflects his harsh break with 
Proudhon, Proudhon, 
much as Karl Popper’s later title,much as Karl Popper’s later title,
The Poverty of HistoricismThe Poverty of Historicism, encapsulates , encapsulates 
his deep hostility to Marxist thinking.his deep hostility to Marxist thinking.
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his deep hostility to Marxist thinking.his deep hostility to Marxist thinking.
By contrast, my own allusion is friendly, By contrast, my own allusion is friendly, 
and is meant to point up a nice parallel  and is meant to point up a nice parallel  
my argument has with a schematic   my argument has with a schematic   
aspect of Marx’s thinking.aspect of Marx’s thinking.
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The poverty of philosophy, Marx held,   The poverty of philosophy, Marx held,   
lay in its lay in its idlenessidleness——
in its being geared only to in its being geared only to understandunderstand,,
and and not also to changenot also to change the world.the world.
I’ll argue that something similar holds for I’ll argue that something similar holds for g gg g
consciousnessconsciousness..
Consciousness oftenConsciousness often——though not alwaysthough not always——
reflectsreflects our mental goings on,our mental goings on,
and because of that it can and because of that it can (to some extent) (to some extent) 
help us help us understandunderstand our mental lives.our mental lives.

Remarks about the TitleRemarks about the TitleBerlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009

pp
But consciousness But consciousness does littledoes little in our lives, in our lives, 
and so has and so has little efficacy or utilitylittle efficacy or utility——
even in our mental liveseven in our mental lives..
Hence the poverty of consciousness.Hence the poverty of consciousness.

33

Marx urged that philosophy is idle because Marx urged that philosophy is idle because 
it’s it’s part of a part of a cultural cultural superstructuresuperstructure deterdeter--
mined by an mined by an economic baseeconomic base——thus turning thus turning 
the tradition on its head the tradition on its head as to what’s basicas to what’s basic..
Similarly, whereas bothSimilarly, whereas both folk opinionfolk opinion andandSimilarly, whereas both Similarly, whereas both folk opinionfolk opinion and and 
traditiontradition in both philosophy and psychology in both philosophy and psychology 
have held that consciousness is a crucial have held that consciousness is a crucial 
determining factor in our mental livesdetermining factor in our mental lives——
I argue that consciousness is I argue that consciousness is just a picturejust a picture
[superstructure][superstructure] of our mental livesof our mental lives (a “surface(a “surface

Remarks about the TitleRemarks about the TitleBerlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009

[superstructure][superstructure] of our mental lives of our mental lives (a surface (a surface 
phenomenon”phenomenon” [Nietzsche, [Nietzsche, TITI VI:3])VI:3]), affected by , affected by 
extraneous social factorsextraneous social factors [also superstructure][also superstructure]..
What matters psychologically is what’s What matters psychologically is what’s 
under the under the nonconsciousnonconscious hoodhood [economic base][economic base]..
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I.  Preliminaries    I.  Preliminaries    
and Caveatsand Caveats

It’s often held that conscious statesIt’s often held that conscious states——
unlike mental states that unlike mental states that aren’taren’t consciousconscious——
have some special tie to have some special tie to rationalityrationality,, or to or to 
intentional actionintentional action or or executive functionexecutive function..
Perhaps a mental state’s being conscious Perhaps a mental state’s being conscious 
enhancesenhances rationality, intentional action or rationality, intentional action or 
executive controlexecutive control——or evenor even enablesenables themthem

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 88

executive controlexecutive control——or even or even enablesenables them.them.
If so, these If so, these functionsfunctions might help explain might help explain 
why creatures why creatures evolvedevolved with mental states with mental states 
that are sometimes, even often, conscious.that are sometimes, even often, conscious.
FunctionFunction here is just here is just utility for an organismutility for an organism..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 88
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I’ll raise I’ll raise doubtsdoubts about these ties claimed about these ties claimed 
for consciousness:  ties with rationality, for consciousness:  ties with rationality, 
intentional action, and executive control.intentional action, and executive control.
Indeed, I’ll argue that Indeed, I’ll argue that consciousness     consciousness     
has very little functionhas very little function,, and that we must and that we must 
explain its occurrenceexplain its occurrence notnot by appeal to itsby appeal to itsexplain its occurrence explain its occurrence notnot by appeal to its by appeal to its 
being beneficial, but in some other way.being beneficial, but in some other way.
I’ll rely on:  (1) I’ll rely on:  (1) folkfolk--psychologicalpsychological obserobser--
vationsvations, (2) , (2) theoreticaltheoretical considerations, considerations, 
and (3) and (3) experimentalexperimental findings.  And I’ll findings.  And I’ll 
argue that the utility even of states that argue that the utility even of states that 

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 99

g yg y
areare conscious is due to conscious is due to other factorsother factors..
A first caveatA first caveat:: Having little or no utility Having little or no utility 
does not mean having no causal efficacydoes not mean having no causal efficacy. . 
So the view I’ll develop So the view I’ll develop does not implydoes not imply, , 
or even suggest, epiphenomenalismor even suggest, epiphenomenalism..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 99

A second preliminary:  I’m concerned  A second preliminary:  I’m concerned  
only with the utility of only with the utility of mental statesmental states’’ being being 
consciousconscious——
what utility might be what utility might be addedadded by a state’s by a state’s 
being conscious.being conscious.
So my concern is not with the utility ofSo my concern is not with the utility ofSo my concern is not with the utility of      So my concern is not with the utility of      
an individual’s being consciousan individual’s being conscious,, as against as against 
the individual’s being asleep, e.g.,the individual’s being asleep, e.g.,
nor with the utility of an individual’s being nor with the utility of an individual’s being 
conscious conscious ofof somethingsomething——`̀

which I’ll call which I’ll call transitivetransitive consciousness.consciousness.

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1111

These are plainly three distinct properties, These are plainly three distinct properties, 
since the since the contrary predicatescontrary predicates——
‘unconscious’ or ‘not conscious’‘unconscious’ or ‘not conscious’——have have 
different application conditionsdifferent application conditions in the in the 
three casesthree cases..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1111
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Plainly Plainly an individual’san individual’s being consciousbeing conscious——
being being awake and responsive to stimuliawake and responsive to stimuli——
is crucial for its functioning and survival. is crucial for its functioning and survival. 
And being in And being in states in virtue of which one states in virtue of which one 
is conscious of various thingsis conscious of various things is also vital is also vital gg
to successful functioning to successful functioning (e.g., (e.g., MerkerMerker 2005)2005)..
These benefits are sometimes seen as due These benefits are sometimes seen as due 
to the to the mental states’ being consciousmental states’ being conscious..
But the utility of But the utility of individualsindividuals’  ’  being being 
consciousconscious and of their being consciousand of their being conscious ofof

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1212

conscious conscious and of their being conscious and of their being conscious ofof
things things does not automatically carry over todoes not automatically carry over to
utility for mental states’ being conscious.utility for mental states’ being conscious.
And my focus here is And my focus here is solely whether there solely whether there 
is a benefit for states to be consciousis a benefit for states to be conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1212

A third preliminary:  I’ll be concerned here A third preliminary:  I’ll be concerned here 
only with one only with one special casespecial case of conscious of conscious 
statesstates——that of conscious that of conscious intentional intentional 
states, such as thoughts and volitionsstates, such as thoughts and volitions..
So I won’t talk today about theSo I won’t talk today about theSo I won t talk today about the So I won t talk today about the 
consciousness of consciousness of qualitativequalitative states,     states,     
such as sensations and perceptions such as sensations and perceptions (or at (or at 
least not about their being conscious least not about their being conscious as qualitativeas qualitative))..
I’ve argued elsewhere that qualitative I’ve argued elsewhere that qualitative 
states do occurstates do occur without being consciouswithout being conscious——

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1313

states do occur states do occur without being consciouswithout being conscious
and also that their being conscious adds and also that their being conscious adds 
little if any functionalitylittle if any functionality (insofar as they are (insofar as they are 
conscious conscious asas qualitative states)qualitative states)..
But that’s a topic for another occasion.But that’s a topic for another occasion.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1313
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A fourth preliminaryA fourth preliminary——about how my about how my 
argument today relates to my argument today relates to my higherhigher--
orderorder--thought theory of consciousnessthought theory of consciousness..
On that theory, as On that theory, as DretskeDretske (1993, 1995)(1993, 1995) and and 
others have noted, a mental state’s being others have noted, a mental state’s being , g, g
conscious may well have little function.conscious may well have little function.
I’ll briefly mention my theory in I’ll briefly mention my theory in §§IV.IV.
But my argument that consciousness    But my argument that consciousness    
has no significant functionhas no significant function
in no way relies on that theoryin no way relies on that theory

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1717

in no way relies on that theoryin no way relies on that theory..
So if my argument is right, it provides an So if my argument is right, it provides an 
independentindependent,, if indirect, if indirect, substantiation substantiation 
that the higherthat the higher--orderorder--thought hypothesis thought hypothesis 
is on the right trackis on the right track..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1717

Final preliminaries:  It might Final preliminaries:  It might seemseem that that 
consciousness has some utility because of consciousness has some utility because of 
its subjective centrality in our lives.its subjective centrality in our lives.
But But subjective centrality is not functionsubjective centrality is not function..
Positing a function is also inviting since we Positing a function is also inviting since we 
understandunderstand things only insofar as we canthings only insofar as we canunderstandunderstand things only insofar as we can things only insofar as we can 
locate them within an explanatory netlocate them within an explanatory net——
and doing that may seem to require those and doing that may seem to require those 
things to have things to have some significant functionsome significant function..
But we can explain consciousness by But we can explain consciousness by 
appeal appeal notnot to functionality, but ratherto functionality, but rather

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1818

pppp y,y,
to the causal factors that give rise to  to the causal factors that give rise to  
some mental states’ being conscioussome mental states’ being conscious..
Appeal to function is common in biology, Appeal to function is common in biology, 
and hence neuroscienceand hence neuroscience——but it’s a lot less but it’s a lot less 
helpful at a psychological level of study.helpful at a psychological level of study.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1818
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The appeal to explanation is often due to The appeal to explanation is often due to 
a desire to sustain naturalisma desire to sustain naturalism——
specifically naturalism about what it is for specifically naturalism about what it is for 
mental states to be conscious.mental states to be conscious.
And when a phenomenon seems And when a phenomenon seems 
otherwise intractable to naturalizationotherwise intractable to naturalizationotherwise intractable to naturalization, otherwise intractable to naturalization, 
many seek to defeat the charge that it many seek to defeat the charge that it 
can’t be naturalized by invoking an can’t be naturalized by invoking an 
adaptationistadaptationist causal storycausal story (not always an (not always an 
explanationexplanation)) of how the phenomenon arose. of how the phenomenon arose. 
But But exclusivelyexclusively selectionistselectionist stories are stories are 

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 1919

yy
dubious:dubious:
Endogenous tendenciesEndogenous tendencies for genetic for genetic 
material to mutate in particular ways likely material to mutate in particular ways likely 
account for a lot,account for a lot,
and many traits emerge by and many traits emerge by accidentaccident..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 1919

That aside, any appeal to selection here That aside, any appeal to selection here 
requires that the requires that the consciousness of mental consciousness of mental 
statesstates has some has some adaptive advantageadaptive advantage——
i.e., utilityi.e., utility——which I’ll argue against.which I’ll argue against.
And independent of And independent of adaptationismadaptationism, the , the 
highehighe o deo de tho ght theotho ght theo ( l ith( l ithhigherhigher--orderorder--thought theory thought theory (along with my (along with my 
quality space theoryquality space theory of mental qualities)of mental qualities)
helps helps sustain naturalism,sustain naturalism,
since it explains conscious states since it explains conscious states justjust by by 
appeal to appeal to nonconsciousnonconscious mentality,mentality,
and and mentality is easier to naturalize when mentality is easier to naturalize when 
it i ’t iit i ’t i

§§I:  Preliminaries and CaveatsI:  Preliminaries and Caveats 2020

it isn’t consciousit isn’t conscious..
Also, as I’ve argued elsewhere, the theory Also, as I’ve argued elsewhere, the theory 
points to points to an alternativean alternative,,
less questionable explanation of how       less questionable explanation of how       
mental states do come to be consciousmental states do come to be conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2020
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II.  Rational Thinking  II.  Rational Thinking  
Sydney Shoemaker Sydney Shoemaker (1996)(1996) expresses a expresses a 
standard idea about the function of standard idea about the function of 
consciousness, that consciousness, that adjustingadjusting firstfirst--order order 
beliefs and desires tobeliefs and desires to make them moremake them morebeliefs and desires to beliefs and desires to make them more make them more 
rational rational requiresrequires that one that one have “[secondhave “[second--
order] beliefs about what [one’s] current order] beliefs about what [one’s] current 
beliefs and desires are.beliefs and desires are.
“… [F]“… [F]irstirst--order beliefs and desires, do not order beliefs and desires, do not 
rationalize … changes in themselves” rationalize … changes in themselves” (33)(33)..

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 2323

gg ( )( )

Also, David Armstrong’s “teleological Also, David Armstrong’s “teleological 
deduction” that some mental states must deduction” that some mental states must 
be conscious holds that “any animal that be conscious holds that “any animal that 
solves problems mentally must” be aware solves problems mentally must” be aware 
of its relevant mental states of its relevant mental states (1968/1993, 163)(1968/1993, 163)..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2323

Some theorists actually build such a tie  Some theorists actually build such a tie  
with rationality into the very account of with rationality into the very account of 
what it is for a state to be consciouswhat it is for a state to be conscious——
as with Ned Block’s as with Ned Block’s (1995) (1995) wellwell--known  known  
notion ofnotion of access consciousnessaccess consciousness::notion of notion of access consciousnessaccess consciousness::
A state is access conscious if its content is A state is access conscious if its content is 
“poised for use as a premise in “poised for use as a premise in reasoningreasoning,,
… [and] for [the] … [and] for [the] rational controlrational control of action of action 
and … speech” and … speech” (231, my emphasis; cf. 2001, 2007)(231, my emphasis; cf. 2001, 2007)..
Access consciousness is in effectAccess consciousness is in effect the typethe type

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 2424

Access consciousness is in effect Access consciousness is in effect the type  the type  
of consciousness that figures in rationalityof consciousness that figures in rationality::
A state is access conscious if, but only if,    A state is access conscious if, but only if,    
it has the potential to figure in rational it has the potential to figure in rational 
thought and action.thought and action.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2424
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The idea that consciousness has some The idea that consciousness has some 
essential tie to rationality also inspires the essential tie to rationality also inspires the 
wellwell--known known globalglobal--workspace theoriesworkspace theories of of 
consciousness consciousness (e.g., (e.g., BaarsBaars 1988, 1997; 1988, 1997; DehaeneDehaene and and 
NaccacheNaccache 2001;2001; DehaeneDehaene et alet al 2003; Van2003; Van GulickGulick 2004)2004),,NaccacheNaccache 2001; 2001; DehaeneDehaene et alet al 2003; Van 2003; Van GulickGulick 2004)2004), , 
on which a state is conscious just in case on which a state is conscious just in case 
it has global ties to a variety of cognitive it has global ties to a variety of cognitive 
systemssystems——ties that ties that subservesubserve the the rationalityrationality
of one’s thoughts and desires.of one’s thoughts and desires.
That asideThat aside introspectionintrospection itself may seemitself may seem

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 2727

That aside, That aside, introspectionintrospection itself may seem itself may seem 
to point to a tie between consciousness to point to a tie between consciousness 
and rationality, since and rationality, since we’re introspectively we’re introspectively 
aware of our own rationality only when aware of our own rationality only when 
the relevant thinking is consciousthe relevant thinking is conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2727

Similarly Similarly (and relevant to (and relevant to §§III) III) introspection   introspection   
may seem also to sustain a tie between may seem also to sustain a tie between 
consciousness and intentional actionconsciousness and intentional action,,
since when intentions are conscious,  since when intentions are conscious,  
we’re aware in a firstwe’re aware in a first--person way of ourperson way of ourwe re aware in a firstwe re aware in a first person way of our person way of our 
actions actions as being intentionalas being intentional..
But But since introspection has access only to since introspection has access only to 
conscious statesconscious states,, it can’t reveal a tie those it can’t reveal a tie those 
states have with rationality or intentional states have with rationality or intentional 
actionaction but whichbut which nonconsciousnonconscious states lackstates lack..

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 2828

action action but which but which nonconsciousnonconscious states lackstates lack..
FirstFirst--person access person access can’t comparecan’t compare
conscious with conscious with nonconsciousnonconscious states; so we states; so we 
can’t determine can’t determine in that wayin that way what function what function 
mental states’ being conscious might mental states’ being conscious might addadd..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2828
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And various And various folk observationsfolk observations suggest that suggest that 
consciousness adds little functionality.consciousness adds little functionality.
ThinkingThinking is often rational without its being is often rational without its being 
conscious, and conscious, and behaviorbehavior is often rationalis often rational——
rationally keyed to goalsrationally keyed to goals——y y gy y g
even when none of the thoughts and even when none of the thoughts and 
desires that lie behind it are conscious.desires that lie behind it are conscious.
We sometimes solve problems and work We sometimes solve problems and work 
out plans out plans rationally but not consciouslyrationally but not consciously——
as when things “just come to us ”as when things “just come to us ”

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 2929

as when things just come to us,               as when things just come to us,               
i.e., evidently as a result ofi.e., evidently as a result of
rational thinking that isn’t consciousrational thinking that isn’t conscious..
And we often even have a And we often even have a firstfirst--person person 
sensesense that such behavior is rational. that such behavior is rational. 

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 2929

Even when we Even when we correct or adjustcorrect or adjust our our 
reasoning, conscious monitoring of it reasoning, conscious monitoring of it 
seldom figures; typically seldom figures; typically it simply seems it simply seems 
that we come to see things more clearlythat we come to see things more clearly..
Thus it’s relatively unusual that we adjust Thus it’s relatively unusual that we adjust 
reasoning byreasoning by consciously rehearsingconsciously rehearsing thethereasoning by reasoning by consciously rehearsingconsciously rehearsing the the 
stepssteps——and when we do, that process is and when we do, that process is 
somewhat somewhat awkward and slowawkward and slow..
There is confirmation of this in findings by There is confirmation of this in findings by 
ApAp DijksterhuisDijksterhuis and colleagues and colleagues (2006; see also (2006; see also 
BarghBargh 2002)2002) that deliberating about complex that deliberating about complex 

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 3030

gg )) g pg p
consumer choicesconsumer choices——both in and outside both in and outside 
the labthe lab——actually yields actually yields better results better results 
when that deliberating is not consciouswhen that deliberating is not conscious..
(See, however, data of (See, however, data of CleeremansCleeremans [unpublished] [unpublished] 
that challenges the that challenges the DijksterhuisDijksterhuis results.)results.)

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3030
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Such experimental results aside, people Such experimental results aside, people 
sometime seem especially intuitive in their sometime seem especially intuitive in their 
thinkingthinking——in a way that often works better in a way that often works better 
than conscious ratiocination.than conscious ratiocination.
Such intuitive thinking often seems moreSuch intuitive thinking often seems moreSuch intuitive thinking often seems more Such intuitive thinking often seems more 
perceptive, penetrating, and compelling.perceptive, penetrating, and compelling.
But the thinking we call intuitive is just But the thinking we call intuitive is just 
thinking that isn’t consciousthinking that isn’t conscious——indeed,   indeed,   
isn’t encumbered by conscious thinkingisn’t encumbered by conscious thinking..
Since conscious thinking can interfere withSince conscious thinking can interfere with

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking

Since conscious thinking can interfere with Since conscious thinking can interfere with 
such intuitive thinkingsuch intuitive thinking——and even prevent and even prevent 
it altogetherit altogether——this is a commonsense case this is a commonsense case 
in which conscious thinking not only isn’t in which conscious thinking not only isn’t 
beneficial, but can actually be beneficial, but can actually be deleteriousdeleterious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3232

Armstrong argues that “if our mind is to Armstrong argues that “if our mind is to 
work purposively … we must have work purposively … we must have 
awareness of our minds” awareness of our minds” (1968/1993, 163)(1968/1993, 163)::
Only by being aware of our “current  Only by being aware of our “current  
mental state … can we adjust mentalmental state … can we adjust mentalmental state … can we adjust mental mental state … can we adjust mental 
behaviourbehaviour to mental circumstance”; to mental circumstance”; 
“[o]“[o]nlynly if we do become so aware will we if we do become so aware will we 
know what to do [i.e., think] next” know what to do [i.e., think] next” (327)(327)..
This reflects his This reflects his perceptual model of conperceptual model of con--
sciousnesssciousness:: WeWe surveysurvey our mental statesour mental states

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 3333

sciousnesssciousness:: We We surveysurvey our mental states our mental states 
somewhat as we do with physical objects.somewhat as we do with physical objects.
But we seldom if ever do that; our mental But we seldom if ever do that; our mental 
processing typically relies solely on processing typically relies solely on causal causal 
interactions among the firstinteractions among the first--order statesorder states..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3333
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All this points to an important All this points to an important theoretical theoretical 
reasonreason to expect that thinking and to expect that thinking and 
planning would often be rationalplanning would often be rational——
indeed that it would indeed that it would typicallytypically bebe——
wholly independently of being consciouswholly independently of being conscious..wholly independently of being consciouswholly independently of being conscious..
The rationality of thoughts and desires    The rationality of thoughts and desires    
is solely a matter of is solely a matter of connections among connections among 
the intentional contentsthe intentional contents of the relevant of the relevant 
states.  states.  
Nothing else figures in whether thinkingNothing else figures in whether thinking

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 3434

Nothing else figures in whether thinking Nothing else figures in whether thinking 
and planning are rational.and planning are rational.
And intentional states, such as thoughts And intentional states, such as thoughts 
and desires, and desires, interact causally in ways   interact causally in ways   
that reflect their intentional contentthat reflect their intentional content..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3434

Indeed, on many Indeed, on many (though not all) (though not all) theories  theories  
of intentional content, of intentional content, a state’s content   a state’s content   
is at least partly a matter of that state’s is at least partly a matter of that state’s 
causal connectionscausal connections——actual and potentialactual and potential——
with other relevant mental stateswith other relevant mental stateswith other relevant mental stateswith other relevant mental states
(and with relevant stimuli and behavior)(and with relevant stimuli and behavior)..
(And all we need here is a (And all we need here is a partialpartial dependence.)dependence.)
So a state will have the content So a state will have the content that it’s that it’s 
rainingraining, e.g., only if it has suitable causal , e.g., only if it has suitable causal 
connectionsconnections——actual and potentialactual and potential——

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 3535

connectionsconnections actual and potentialactual and potential
with other relevant thoughts and desires.with other relevant thoughts and desires.
Even “atomic” theories Even “atomic” theories (e.g., Fodor 1987)  (e.g., Fodor 1987)  
agree that agree that content must in some way content must in some way 
track causal potentialtrack causal potential (see, e.g., Fodor 1980)(see, e.g., Fodor 1980)..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3535
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Given this tie between content and causal Given this tie between content and causal 
potential, thoughts and desires will potential, thoughts and desires will tendtend
to cause and be caused by other thoughts to cause and be caused by other thoughts 
and desires and desires with which they have rational with which they have rational 
tiesties——since rational ties pertain to contentsince rational ties pertain to contenttiesties since rational ties pertain to content since rational ties pertain to content 
and to useful empirical knowledge.and to useful empirical knowledge.
And that’s all And that’s all independent of whether independent of whether 
those thoughts and desires are consciousthose thoughts and desires are conscious..
Indeed, even when thinking Indeed, even when thinking isis conscious,   conscious,   
its being conscious will contribute little ifits being conscious will contribute little if

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 3636

its being conscious will contribute little if its being conscious will contribute little if 
anything to its rationality, since rationality anything to its rationality, since rationality 
depends depends not its being consciousnot its being conscious,, but on but on 
the the intentional contentintentional content of the constituent of the constituent 
statesstates——and hence their and hence their causal potentialcausal potential..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3636

Much the same emerges from noting that Much the same emerges from noting that 
we we taxonomizetaxonomize intentional states in terms intentional states in terms 
of their content and mental attitude.of their content and mental attitude.
And since intentional states can all occur And since intentional states can all occur 
without being conscious,without being conscious,without being conscious, without being conscious, 
the property of being conscious, when it the property of being conscious, when it 
does occur, is independent of the states’ does occur, is independent of the states’ 
other mental propertiesother mental properties. . 
But the rationalityBut the rationality——indeed, all the utilityindeed, all the utility——
of intentional states is due just to theof intentional states is due just to the

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking

of intentional states is due just to the of intentional states is due just to the 
properties by reference to which we properties by reference to which we 
taxonomizetaxonomize those statesthose states..
So rationality and utility are independent So rationality and utility are independent 
of intentional states’ being conscious.of intentional states’ being conscious.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 3737
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One can One can ((noninferentiallynoninferentially)) report a state report a state only only 
if it’s conscious; so might that if it’s conscious; so might that ability ability to to 
reportreport be a function of consciousness     be a function of consciousness     
(Chris (Chris GaukerGauker, personal communication, April 2007), personal communication, April 2007)??
No:No: ReportingReporting one’s thought or intentionone’s thought or intentionNo:  No:  ReportingReporting one s thought or intention one s thought or intention 
does little or nothing that one can’t do by does little or nothing that one can’t do by 
simply simply expressingexpressing those statesthose states——by   by   
saying that saying that pp, or saying that one will do , or saying that one will do aa..
Just as Just as semantic ascentsemantic ascent (e.g., going from  (e.g., going from  
┌┌pp┐┐ toto ┌┌It’s true thatIt’s true that pp┐┐[[QuineQuine 1960]1960])) buys littlebuys little

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 4040

┌┌pp┐┐ to to ┌┌It s true that It s true that pp┐┐[[QuineQuine 1960]1960])) buys little buys little 
in communicative value, in communicative value, 
so so psychological ascentpsychological ascent (going from  (going from  
asserting asserting ┌┌pp┐┐ to the indirectto the indirect--discourse report,   discourse report,   
┌┌I think that I think that pp┐┐)) also adds little utility.also adds little utility.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 4040

Verbally expressed thoughts are, Verbally expressed thoughts are, in the in the 
human casehuman case,, always conscious always conscious (except not (except not 
HOTs)HOTs).  But this doesn’t signal some utility .  But this doesn’t signal some utility 
for verbally expressing one’s thoughtsfor verbally expressing one’s thoughts——
as against reporting them.as against reporting them.
Rather it’s due toRather it’s due to a special feature ofa special feature ofRather, it s due to Rather, it s due to a special feature of a special feature of 
human languagehuman language:: (1) The ability to talk (1) The ability to talk 
about one’s thoughts and the pragmatic about one’s thoughts and the pragmatic 
equivalence of saying equivalence of saying ┌┌pp┐┐ with saying     with saying     ┌┌I think that I think that pp┐┐, , together withtogether with (2) that (2) that 
equivalence’s being equivalence’s being second nature for onesecond nature for one..

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 4141

Whenever one says Whenever one says ┌┌pp┐┐, on e might as , on e might as 
easily have said easily have said ┌┌I think that I think that pp┐┐; so ; so 
saying saying ┌┌pp┐┐ disposes one to say, and thus disposes one to say, and thus 
to think, that one thinks that to think, that one thinks that pp, thereby , thereby 
making conscious one’s thoughts that making conscious one’s thoughts that pp..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 4141
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Rationality often is a matter of having Rationality often is a matter of having 
reasonsreasons;;
thinking something isn’t rational if I have thinking something isn’t rational if I have 
no reason for thinking that thing.no reason for thinking that thing.
A reason is some thought or belief oneA reason is some thought or belief oneA reason is some thought or belief one   A reason is some thought or belief one   
has (or could have) that has (or could have) that rationalizesrationalizes
another thought or desire another thought or desire (e.g., Davidson 1963)(e.g., Davidson 1963)..
It’s It’s my reasonmy reason if I if I havehave the thought or the thought or 
belief; it’s just belief; it’s just aa reason if it’s merely a reason if it’s merely a 
thought or belief Ithought or belief I couldcould have.have.

§§II:  Rational ThinkingII:  Rational Thinking 4949

thought or belief I thought or belief I couldcould have.have.
But But a thought can be one’s reasona thought can be one’s reason——one one 
can have that thought or belief and it can can have that thought or belief and it can 
rationalize other states and processesrationalize other states and processes——
without that thought’s being consciouswithout that thought’s being conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 4949

III.  Intentional Action III.  Intentional Action 
The foregoing considerations apply alsoThe foregoing considerations apply alsoThe foregoing considerations apply also   The foregoing considerations apply also   
to the tie often claimed to hold between to the tie often claimed to hold between 
consciousness and consciousness and intentional actionsintentional actions——
i.e., actions that result from one’s own i.e., actions that result from one’s own 
prior volitionsprior volitions..
The potential of a volition to issue in The potential of a volition to issue in 
action tracks theaction tracks the content of that volitioncontent of that volition

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 6363

action tracks the action tracks the content of that volitioncontent of that volition..
So utility is a matter of whatever causal So utility is a matter of whatever causal 
potential goes with that contentpotential goes with that content——
independently of whether those volitions independently of whether those volitions 
are consciousare conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6363
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Volitions, like other mental states, need Volitions, like other mental states, need 
not be conscious:  An action is intentional not be conscious:  An action is intentional 
if it’s if it’s initiatedinitiated by a volitionby a volition——and is in that and is in that 
way under one’s controlway under one’s control——even if the even if the 
volition itself is not consciousvolition itself is not conscious.  .  (One might (One might o t o tse s ot co sc ouso t o tse s ot co sc ous (O e g t(O e g t
even still regard one’s own action even still regard one’s own action asas intentional.)intentional.)
Acting intentionally does require that one  Acting intentionally does require that one  
perceiveperceive one’s environmentone’s environment——
but the but the volitionsvolitions need not be conscious. need not be conscious. 
And even the perceiving itself might beAnd even the perceiving itself might be

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 6464

And even the perceiving itself might be And even the perceiving itself might be 
subliminalsubliminal——and so also not conscious.and so also not conscious.
All that aside, even when an intention All that aside, even when an intention isis
conscious, conscious, its being conscious may play no its being conscious may play no 
role in the producing of actionrole in the producing of action..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6464

This is shown by wellThis is shown by well--known experimental known experimental 
work by work by Benjamin Benjamin LibetLibet (1985; (1985; LibetLibet, Gleason, , Gleason, 
and Wright 1983)and Wright 1983),,
replicated and refined by replicated and refined by Patrick HaggardPatrick Haggard
(and recently extended by Chun (and recently extended by Chun SiongSiong Soon)Soon)
(1999; Haggard and (1999; Haggard and EimerEimer 1999; Haggard, Newman, 1999; Haggard, Newman, ( ; gg( ; gg ; gg , ,; gg , ,
and and MagnoMagno 1999; Soon, Brass, 1999; Soon, Brass, HeinzeHeinze, and Haynes, , and Haynes, 
2008; Haynes 2008; Haynes et alet al 2007; see 2007; see KornhuberKornhuber and and DeeckeDeecke
1975, and 1975, and DeeckeDeecke, , GrözingerGrözinger, and , and KornhuberKornhuber 1976)1976)..
Those results show that when subjects Those results show that when subjects 
consciously decide to perform a simple consciously decide to perform a simple 
action, the neural event (action, the neural event (readiness readiness 

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 6565

((
potentialpotential) that initiates the action      ) that initiates the action      
occurs prior to any conscious volitionoccurs prior to any conscious volition..
The best interpretation of these results The best interpretation of these results 
requires distinguishing requires distinguishing each volitioneach volition from from 
that volition’s that volition’s being consciousbeing conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6565
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Subjects are Subjects are conscious of volitions only conscious of volitions only 
after the relevant readiness potentialafter the relevant readiness potential..
So we can identify that readiness potential So we can identify that readiness potential 
with the volition with the volition in a in a nonconsciousnonconscious
conditioncondition——conditioncondition
and see the and see the LibetLibet--HaggardHaggard((--SoonSoon--Haynes)Haynes)
results as indicating results as indicating a lag between the a lag between the 
initial onset of the volition itself                  initial onset of the volition itself                  
and that volition’s becoming consciousand that volition’s becoming conscious..
It’s likely that this holds forIt’s likely that this holds for all intentionalall intentional

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 6666

It s likely that this holds for It s likely that this holds for all intentional all intentional 
statesstates——though others are harder to test.though others are harder to test.
If so, thoughts in rational thinking and If so, thoughts in rational thinking and 
executive function also occur prior toexecutive function also occur prior to——and and 
independently ofindependently of——their being conscious.  their being conscious.  

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6666

These results show that volitions These results show that volitions cause cause 
behavior without being consciousbehavior without being conscious..
Both behavior and one’s awareness of the Both behavior and one’s awareness of the 
volition itself are volition itself are jointly caused by the jointly caused by the 
volition while in avolition while in a nonconsciousnonconscious conditioncondition..volition while in a volition while in a nonconsciousnonconscious conditioncondition..
So, even though there may be types of So, even though there may be types of 
behavior that occur behavior that occur (in humans or even in (in humans or even in 
general)general) only when the relevant volitions or only when the relevant volitions or 
desires are consciousdesires are conscious, , that does not show that does not show 
thatthat such volitions’ being conscioussuch volitions’ being conscious hashas

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 

that that such volitions  being conscioussuch volitions  being conscious has has 
any function in enabling those behaviors.any function in enabling those behaviors.
Rather, Rather, nonconsciousnonconscious volitions cause volitions cause bothboth
the volitions to be conscious the volitions to be conscious andand the the 
behavior associated with the volitions.behavior associated with the volitions.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6767
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LibetLibet argued that the conscious ability to argued that the conscious ability to 
call off an action provided a role for call off an action provided a role for 
conscious volition.conscious volition.
But there’s no reason to think that the But there’s no reason to think that the 
conscious calling off conscious calling off (“veto”)(“veto”) is any less is any less 
likely to occur first inlikely to occur first in nonconsciousnonconscious formformlikely to occur first in likely to occur first in nonconsciousnonconscious formform——
though the time scale makes that far though the time scale makes that far 
harder to test.harder to test.
Haggard Haggard (2008) (2008) claim that the ability to call claim that the ability to call 
off the action provides a predictive check off the action provides a predictive check 
on whether one really want to go through on whether one really want to go through 

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 
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with the action.with the action.
But this isn’t a function of consciousness But this isn’t a function of consciousness 
unless that predictive check cannot occur unless that predictive check cannot occur 
without being conscious, and Haggard without being conscious, and Haggard 
gives us no reason to think that.gives us no reason to think that.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6868

The same considerations apply to another The same considerations apply to another 
recent proposal about the recent proposal about the function of function of 
volitions’ being consciousvolitions’ being conscious..
Daniel Wegner Daniel Wegner (2003)(2003) urges that the urges that the 
occurrence of a conscious volition gives occurrence of a conscious volition gives gg
one information one information (albeit fallible) (albeit fallible) that one isthat one is
the author of some piece of behaviorthe author of some piece of behavior..
He concludes that conscious volitions have He concludes that conscious volitions have 
the the functionfunction of providing that information.of providing that information.
Wegner assumes that both the consciousWegner assumes that both the conscious

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 6969

Wegner assumes that both the conscious Wegner assumes that both the conscious 
volition and the action share a common volition and the action share a common 
subpersonalsubpersonal causecause——not itself a volitionnot itself a volition..
So, he urges, So, he urges, (conscious) (conscious) volitions are the volitions are the 
““mind’s trickmind’s trick”” to mark agency of actions.to mark agency of actions.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 6969
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Wegner thinks the Wegner thinks the joint causejoint cause of behavior of behavior 
and conscious volitions cannot be a and conscious volitions cannot be a 
nonconsciousnonconscious volitionvolition because he because he assumes assumes 
that volitions are always consciousthat volitions are always conscious..
But volitions needn’t always be conscious.But volitions needn’t always be conscious.But volitions needn t always be conscious.   But volitions needn t always be conscious.   
So it’s better to see So it’s better to see a a nonconsciousnonconscious
volitionvolition as itself causing as itself causing bothboth an action an action 
and the volition’s coming to be conscious.and the volition’s coming to be conscious.
Also, even Also, even nonconsciousnonconscious volitionsvolitions provide provide 
information about the authorship ofinformation about the authorship of

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 7070

information about the authorship of information about the authorship of 
behavior.  Though it isn’t conscious,behavior.  Though it isn’t conscious,
it still is psychological informationit still is psychological information..
And it’s unclear what function is And it’s unclear what function is addedadded
by that information’s being conscious.by that information’s being conscious.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 7070

Recent work in moral psychology and Recent work in moral psychology and 
“moral neuropsychology” point to a similar “moral neuropsychology” point to a similar 
result for moral reasoning and judgment.result for moral reasoning and judgment.
Jonathan Jonathan HaidtHaidt (2001)(2001) and Joshua Greene and Joshua Greene 
(2001;(2001; see their joint 2002)see their joint 2002) have argued thathave argued that(2001;(2001; see their joint 2002)see their joint 2002) have argued that have argued that 
“[conscious] moral reasoning is usually a “[conscious] moral reasoning is usually a 
post hoc construction, generated after a post hoc construction, generated after a 
judgment has been reached” judgment has been reached” ((HaidtHaidt, p. 814), p. 814)..
They posit They posit nonconsciousnonconscious determinants determinants 
thatthat yield moral judgments independentlyyield moral judgments independently

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 

that that yield moral judgments independently yield moral judgments independently 
of conscious moral reasoningof conscious moral reasoning,,
including in cases in which subjects are including in cases in which subjects are 
“dumbfounded” as to what reasons “dumbfounded” as to what reasons could could 
possibly explain their moral reactions.possibly explain their moral reactions.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 7171
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Larry Jacoby’s Larry Jacoby’s (1991; (1991; DebnerDebner and Jacoby 1994; and Jacoby 1994; 
Jacoby Jacoby et alet al 1993, 1994)1993, 1994) exclusion taskexclusion task is is 
sometimes held to support a tie between sometimes held to support a tie between 
consciousness and intentional action.consciousness and intentional action.
Subjects are visually presented with aSubjects are visually presented with aSubjects are visually presented with a Subjects are visually presented with a 
word, say, ‘reason’, and asked to complete word, say, ‘reason’, and asked to complete 
a word stem, say ‘a word stem, say ‘rearea----’, with any word ’, with any word 
other thanother than the presented word.the presented word.
When a word is presented for 500 ms, When a word is presented for 500 ms, 
subjects see it consciously and mainlysubjects see it consciously and mainly

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 7272

subjects see it consciously and mainly subjects see it consciously and mainly 
succeed in following the instruction; when succeed in following the instruction; when 
it’s presented for only 50 ms, they report it’s presented for only 50 ms, they report 
seeing no wordseeing no word——but but tend to complete the tend to complete the 
stem with the word that was presentedstem with the word that was presented..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 7272

So subjects So subjects intentionally excludeintentionally exclude a word a word 
only when they only when they consciously see itconsciously see it..
But that’s But that’s not because intentional action not because intentional action 
requires consciousnessrequires consciousness::
Subjects are instructed Subjects are instructed notnot to complete to complete 
h i h d hh i h d hthe stem with a word they see.                  the stem with a word they see.                  

But when they’re conscious of seeing a But when they’re conscious of seeing a 
blank blank screen screen (which has greater neural signal (which has greater neural signal 
strength strength than the than the nonconsciousnonconscious sensation of the sensation of the 
word)word), they’re not , they’re not aware ofaware of seeing the seeing the 
wordword——so so they think they don’t see itthey think they don’t see it..

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 7373

It’s not that consciousness is needed for It’s not that consciousness is needed for 
intentional action.  Rather, in the 50intentional action.  Rather, in the 50--ms ms 
case, subjects following the instructions case, subjects following the instructions 
think that they don’t see the wordthink that they don’t see the word
(though it does still prime their response).(though it does still prime their response).

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 7373
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John Searle John Searle (1990) (1990) has argued that has argued that thoughts thoughts 
are all consciousare all conscious.. States that States that seemseem to be to be 
nonconsciousnonconscious thoughts are simply states thoughts are simply states 
“capable of causing … conscious thoughts.”“capable of causing … conscious thoughts.”
If so, the function of a thought’s being If so, the function of a thought’s being , g g, g g
conscious just is that of the thought itself.conscious just is that of the thought itself.
All thoughts have “aspectual shape,” which All thoughts have “aspectual shape,” which 
must be understood by appeal to “the must be understood by appeal to “the 
agent’s point of view,” which Searle insists agent’s point of view,” which Searle insists 
requires thoughts to be conscious.requires thoughts to be conscious.

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 9494

q gq g
But But points of view need not be consciouspoints of view need not be conscious; ; 
nonconsciousnonconscious thoughts and desires also thoughts and desires also 
help define an individual’s point of view. help define an individual’s point of view. 
Aspect and thoughts needn’t be conscious.Aspect and thoughts needn’t be conscious.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 9494

Relying on phenomenological appearances Relying on phenomenological appearances 
encourages assimilating thoughts and encourages assimilating thoughts and 
volitions to volitions to one’s consciousness ofone’s consciousness of them.them.
And since thoughts and volitions And since thoughts and volitions dodo have have 
significant utility, one’s consciousness of significant utility, one’s consciousness of g y,g y,
them would then as well.them would then as well.
But the two are distinct, as we see from But the two are distinct, as we see from 
the the LibetLibet--Haggard findings, among others.Haggard findings, among others.
So we must So we must distinguish a state from our distinguish a state from our 
consciousness of itconsciousness of it——and itsand its utilityutility fromfrom

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 9595

consciousness of itconsciousness of it and its and its utilityutility from from 
the utility of our consciousness of it.the utility of our consciousness of it.
Also, the Also, the contentcontent of an appearance is not of an appearance is not 
its its naturenature:: An appearance of utility is not An appearance of utility is not 
that appearance’s having some utilitythat appearance’s having some utility..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 9595
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In particular, since some mental states fail In particular, since some mental states fail 
to be conscious, to be conscious, the appearance a state the appearance a state 
presents does not exhaust its realitypresents does not exhaust its reality..
So we can’t So we can’t exportexport from an appearance of  from an appearance of  
FnessFness to theto the appearance’sappearance’s beingbeing FF itselfitself——FnessFness to the to the appearance sappearance s being being FF itselfitself
e.g., e.g., from its seeming subjectively that a from its seeming subjectively that a 
state has a function to its actually having state has a function to its actually having 
that functionthat function (or being authoritative, or intrinsic)(or being authoritative, or intrinsic)..
Appearance and reality seem to coincide  Appearance and reality seem to coincide  
if one assumes we have access to mental if one assumes we have access to mental 
properties only by way of consciousnessproperties only by way of consciousness

§§III:  Intentional Action III:  Intentional Action 

properties only by way of consciousnessproperties only by way of consciousness..
But the occurrence of But the occurrence of nonconsciousnonconscious
intentional states and of subliminal intentional states and of subliminal 
perceptions undermines that perceptions undermines that 
independently unfounded assumption.independently unfounded assumption.

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 9696

IV.  Executive Control and IV.  Executive Control and 
HigherHigher--Order StatesOrder States

TheThe LibetLibet--Haggard findingsHaggard findings——The The LibetLibet Haggard findingsHaggard findings
which show that a state’s being conscious which show that a state’s being conscious 
occurs occurs later thanlater than,, and soand so
independently ofindependently of,, the state itselfthe state itself——
provide evidence for an increasingly provide evidence for an increasingly 
prevalent type of theory aboutprevalent type of theory about what it iswhat it is

§§IV:  Executive Control IV:  Executive Control 9999

prevalent type of theory about prevalent type of theory about what it is what it is 
for a mental state to be consciousfor a mental state to be conscious..
On these “higherOn these “higher--order” theories, order” theories, a state’s a state’s 
being conscious consists in one’s being being conscious consists in one’s being 
conscious of it in some suitable wayconscious of it in some suitable way..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 9999
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This core idea is compelling, since This core idea is compelling, since a state a state 
of which one is in no way conscious does of which one is in no way conscious does 
not intuitively count as a conscious statenot intuitively count as a conscious state..
I’ll call this the I’ll call this the Transitivity PrincipleTransitivity Principle (TP), (TP), 
since it holds that one issince it holds that one is (transitively)(transitively)since it holds that one is since it holds that one is (transitively)(transitively)
conscious conscious ofof all one’s conscious states.all one’s conscious states.
HigherHigher--order theories all endorse TP, but order theories all endorse TP, but 
differ about how TP is implementeddiffer about how TP is implemented..
I’ve argued elsewhere I’ve argued elsewhere (e.g., 2005)(e.g., 2005) that TP   that TP   
is implemented by distinctis implemented by distinct higherhigher orderorder
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is implemented by distinct is implemented by distinct higherhigher--order order 
thoughtsthoughts (HOTs) about one’s own mental (HOTs) about one’s own mental 
statesstates——
thoughts to the effect that one is in the thoughts to the effect that one is in the 
state in questionstate in question..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 101101

This fits well with the foregoing empirical This fits well with the foregoing empirical 
findings and conclusions:   findings and conclusions:   
States occur States occur independentlyindependently of the HOTs  of the HOTs  
in virtue of which they may be conscious.in virtue of which they may be conscious.
And it suggests a natural way to explain And it suggests a natural way to explain 
volitions’ coming to be consciousvolitions’ coming to be conscious afteraftervolitions’ coming to be conscious volitions’ coming to be conscious after after 
they first occurthey first occur:: Their being conscious is Their being conscious is 
due to a due to a distinct HOTdistinct HOT,, which is usually which is usually 
caused by the volition it’s aboutcaused by the volition it’s about——
and so occurs slightly later.and so occurs slightly later.
Similarly, exclusionSimilarly, exclusion--task subjects exclude task subjects exclude 

§§IV:  Executive Control IV:  Executive Control 102102

y,y, jj
only words they see consciously because only words they see consciously because 
it’s only those words that they it’s only those words that they thinkthink
they’ve seen:they’ve seen:
If subjects had a thought If subjects had a thought that they’d seen that they’d seen 
the wordsthe words,, the seeing the seeing would be consciouswould be conscious..

Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009Berlin School of Mind and Brain, 11 June 2009 102102
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TP also predicts the important TP also predicts the important tie between tie between 
a state’s being conscious and its being a state’s being conscious and its being 
reportablereportable,, since one can report somesince one can report some--
thing if, but only if, one is thing if, but only if, one is conscious ofconscious of it.it.
Moreover, the Moreover, the reportabilityreportability test for a test for a ,, p yp y
state’s being conscious points to state’s being conscious points to distinct distinct 
HOTsHOTs as the way TP is as the way TP is implementedimplemented::
Reporting one’s mental state expresses a Reporting one’s mental state expresses a 
thought that one is in that statethought that one is in that state..
So So just being ablejust being able to report a state signals to report a state signals 
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j gj g p gp g
the occurrence of the (higherthe occurrence of the (higher--order) order) 
thought that one thought that one wouldwould express if one  express if one  
diddid report that state.  report that state.  (Cf. (Cf. WeiskrantzWeiskrantz 1997, 76:   1997, 76:   
“[I]t is the very … ability to make a commentary of any “[I]t is the very … ability to make a commentary of any 
particular event that gives rise to awareness.”)particular event that gives rise to awareness.”)
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Executive functionExecutive function is the adjusting and     is the adjusting and     
fine tuning of one’s behavior, and hence    fine tuning of one’s behavior, and hence    
the the adjusting of one’s firstadjusting of one’s first--order volitionsorder volitions..
Because of that, executive function is often Because of that, executive function is often 
associated with associated with higherhigher--order processingorder processing
(e g Norman and(e g Norman and ShalliceShallice 19861986 ShalliceShallice 1988)1988)——(e.g., Norman and (e.g., Norman and ShalliceShallice 1986, 1986, ShalliceShallice 1988)1988)
which, on higherwhich, on higher--order theories, suggests order theories, suggests 
a possible tie with consciousness.a possible tie with consciousness.
But such adjusting is often just a matter of But such adjusting is often just a matter of 
ironing out conflictsironing out conflicts among competing or among competing or 
dissonant firstdissonant first--order desires and beliefs.order desires and beliefs.
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And that can result And that can result simply from causal simply from causal 
interactions among the firstinteractions among the first--order statesorder states::
All thoughts and desires have causal ties   All thoughts and desires have causal ties   
with other firstwith other first--order states, ties that track order states, ties that track 
content; content; those with stronger ties win outthose with stronger ties win out..
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Moreover, even if higherMoreover, even if higher--order states order states do do 
occur in executive processing,occur in executive processing,
they may well they may well not be the kind needednot be the kind needed
for the firstfor the first--order states to be conscious.order states to be conscious.
A state’s being conscious requires thatA state’s being conscious requires thatA state s being conscious requires that   A state s being conscious requires that   
one be one be conscious of oneself as being in conscious of oneself as being in 
that statethat state (TP).(TP).
And the higherAnd the higher--order states that may order states that may 
sometimes occur in executive processing sometimes occur in executive processing 
may not have the right content for thatmay not have the right content for that..
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may not have the right content for thatmay not have the right content for that..
Such processing might just register conflict Such processing might just register conflict 
among particular contents and point to among particular contents and point to 
possible adjustmentspossible adjustments——without thereby without thereby 
representing oneself as being in any staterepresenting oneself as being in any state..
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Thus a higherThus a higher--order executive state might order executive state might 
occur in response to some firstoccur in response to some first--order state order state 
in a chain of reasoning, in a chain of reasoning, 
and it could refer to that state simply by and it could refer to that state simply by 
appeal to that state’s contentappeal to that state’s content——appeal to that state s contentappeal to that state s content
without thereby representing the without thereby representing the 
individual in question as being in that individual in question as being in that 
statestate..
The executive state might simply have the The executive state might simply have the 
higherhigher--order content order content that a particular firstthat a particular first--
order state with suchorder state with such andand such contentsuch content
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order state with suchorder state with such--andand--such content such content 
conflicts with various conflicts with various (dispositional)(dispositional)
beliefsbeliefs——
and that a state with some other specified and that a state with some other specified 
content would not so conflictcontent would not so conflict..
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The British neuropsychologist Edmund The British neuropsychologist Edmund 
Rolls Rolls (2004, 2005)(2004, 2005) has championed a type   has championed a type   
of HOT theory on whichof HOT theory on which
the HOTs enable one to correct errors in the HOTs enable one to correct errors in 
multistep chains of reasoningmultistep chains of reasoning..p gp g
A mistaken step in such a chain, Rolls A mistaken step in such a chain, Rolls 
argues, can be located only by means of argues, can be located only by means of 
HOTs about the steps in that chain.HOTs about the steps in that chain.
If so, HOTsIf so, HOTs——and hence the consciousness and hence the consciousness 
ofof mental statesmental states——have ahave a correctingcorrecting
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ofof mental statesmental states have a have a correcting correcting 
functionfunction that ties them to rationality.that ties them to rationality.
Such correcting would, Rolls argues, Such correcting would, Rolls argues, 
require HOTs to represent the require HOTs to represent the syntactic syntactic 
tiesties among steps in such chains.among steps in such chains.
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But if some step in a chain of reasoning is But if some step in a chain of reasoning is 
erroneous, it will likely result in significant erroneous, it will likely result in significant 
firstfirst--order cognitive dissonanceorder cognitive dissonance..
And that dissonance And that dissonance by itselfby itself will likely will likely 
serve toserve to locate the errorlocate the error,,serve to serve to locate the errorlocate the error, , 
and so make possible the adjusting of the and so make possible the adjusting of the 
chain of reasoning at the right point.chain of reasoning at the right point.
Again, interactions just among firstAgain, interactions just among first--order order 
states can states can iron out errors independently   iron out errors independently   
of any higherof any higher--order monitoringorder monitoring,, and soand so
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of any higherof any higher order monitoringorder monitoring,, and so and so 
independently of consciousness.independently of consciousness.
The The DijksterhuisDijksterhuis findingfinding——that multistep that multistep 
deliberating is deliberating is better better nonconsciousnonconscious than than 
consciousconscious——adds weight to this conclusion. adds weight to this conclusion. 
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It’s often noted that learning to play It’s often noted that learning to play 
tennis or a musical instrument initially tennis or a musical instrument initially 
involves the involves the careful, attentive, deliberate careful, attentive, deliberate 
rehearsingrehearsing of specific actions that later of specific actions that later 
come to be executed in acome to be executed in a routine wayroutine way,,come to be executed in a come to be executed in a routine wayroutine way, , 
and without deliberate attentionand without deliberate attention..
Some have concluded that, since the Some have concluded that, since the 
earlier, earlier, nonautomaticnonautomatic actions must be actions must be 
deliberatelydeliberately and and attentivelyattentively executed,  executed,  
they must stem fromthey must stem from conscious intentionsconscious intentions..
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they must stem from they must stem from conscious intentionsconscious intentions..
It’s also sometimes held that deliberate, It’s also sometimes held that deliberate, 
attentive actions require executive control, attentive actions require executive control, 
whereas routine actions don’t whereas routine actions don’t (Norman and (Norman and 
ShalliceShallice 1986; though see 1986; though see MonsellMonsell and Driver 2000)and Driver 2000)..
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But But deliberate intending need not be deliberate intending need not be 
consciousconscious:  :  Deliberate intending is simply Deliberate intending is simply 
intending as a result of deliberation, and intending as a result of deliberation, and 
deliberation itself need not be conscious.deliberation itself need not be conscious.
Nor is attention itself always consciousNor is attention itself always consciousyy
((pacepace PrinzPrinz 2000, 2007; see, e.g., Koch 2000, 2007; see, e.g., Koch et alet al 2007; 2007; 
Tsuchiya Tsuchiya et alet al 2007; 2007; KentridgeKentridge, Heywood, and  , Heywood, and  
WeiskrantzWeiskrantz 2004; 2004; LammeLamme 2003; 2003; SchurgerSchurger et alet al, 2008), 2008)..
And even if the attentive deliberation And even if the attentive deliberation 
characteristiccharacteristic of the of the nonroutinenonroutine actions    actions    
in learning complex activities is in learning complex activities is typicallytypically
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conscious, conscious, 
it may well be, as noted in it may well be, as noted in §§II, that         II, that         
its being conscious itself does nothing     its being conscious itself does nothing     
to enhance that learningto enhance that learning,, but is simply     but is simply     
a a byproductbyproduct of the deliberate attending.of the deliberate attending.
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An example of executive function that is An example of executive function that is 
not conscious may well occur in not conscious may well occur in hypnosishypnosis..
Actions performed under postActions performed under post--hypnotic hypnotic 
suggestion involve no suggestion involve no awareness of an awareness of an 
intention to perform themintention to perform them,, and noand nointention to perform themintention to perform them,, and noand no
conscious sense of their being voluntaryconscious sense of their being voluntary
((HilgardHilgard 1977; 1977; SpanosSpanos 1986; Oakley 1999)1986; Oakley 1999).  .  
Subjects are unaware of Subjects are unaware of planningplanning these these 
actions often require actions often require ((HilgardHilgard 1977; Sheehan and 1977; Sheehan and 
McConkeyMcConkey 1982;1982; SpanosSpanos 1986; Oakley 1999)1986; Oakley 1999)..
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McConkeyMcConkey 1982; 1982; SpanosSpanos 1986; Oakley 1999)1986; Oakley 1999).  .  
ZoltánZoltán DienesDienes and Josef and Josef PernerPerner (2007)(2007)
explain all this as executive function that explain all this as executive function that 
occurs without suitable HOTs:  occurs without suitable HOTs:  Hypnosis Hypnosis 
results in results in nonconsciousnonconscious executive functionexecutive function..
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Fred Fred DretskeDretske urges that, on higherurges that, on higher--order order 
theories, consciousness “has no function” theories, consciousness “has no function” 
(1995, 117)(1995, 117)——or very little at most.or very little at most.
He concedes He concedes (182, n. 15)(182, n. 15) that higherthat higher--order order 
states would havestates would have somesome function, butfunction, butstates would have states would have somesome function, but function, but 
disparages the slight function they’d have.disparages the slight function they’d have.
DretskeDretske sees this as a shortcoming of sees this as a shortcoming of 
higherhigher--order theories, and offers in their order theories, and offers in their 
place an alternative:place an alternative:
A state is conscious if one is conscious of A state is conscious if one is conscious of 
something in virtue of being in that statesomething in virtue of being in that state
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something in virtue of being in that statesomething in virtue of being in that state..
On this “firstOn this “first--order” theory, a state’s being order” theory, a state’s being 
conscious does have utility, conscious does have utility, 
since its being conscious simply consists  since its being conscious simply consists  
of one’s being of one’s being conscious ofconscious of things.things.
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But But perceiving always results in one’s being perceiving always results in one’s being 
conscious of thingsconscious of things.. So if a state’s being So if a state’s being 
conscious were its making one conscious conscious were its making one conscious ofof
things, no perceiving could be subliminal.things, no perceiving could be subliminal.
DretskeDretske (2006)(2006) therefore adds therefore adds the condition the condition 
that a perception is consciousthat a perception is conscious only if oneonly if onethat a perception is conscious that a perception is conscious only if one only if one 
can cite its contentcan cite its content as a justifying reason as a justifying reason 
for doing somethingfor doing something.. But But one will be one will be 
aware of any perception whose content aware of any perception whose content 
one can citeone can cite (at least among adult humans)(at least among adult humans),    ,    
and that’s what and that’s what higherhigher--order theoriesorder theories say say 
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results in a state’s being conscious.results in a state’s being conscious.
FirstFirst--order theories predictorder theories predict——wrongly on wrongly on 
the foregoing argumentthe foregoing argument——that a state’s that a state’s 
being conscious has substantial utility.  being conscious has substantial utility.  
HigherHigher--order theories get that right.order theories get that right.
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There is a kind of higherThere is a kind of higher--order theory, order theory, 
derived from Aristotle derived from Aristotle ((DADA ΓΓ2; see 2; see CastonCaston 2002)2002)
by way of Brentano by way of Brentano (1874/1973)(1874/1973), , 
on which on which the higherthe higher--order awareness in order awareness in 
virtue of which a state is conscious is virtue of which a state is conscious is 
intrinsic to that stateintrinsic to that stateintrinsic to that stateintrinsic to that state..
And if a state’s being conscious is intrinsic And if a state’s being conscious is intrinsic 
to the state, perhaps the utility the state to the state, perhaps the utility the state 
has goes with its being conscious.has goes with its being conscious.
But whether intrinsic or not, But whether intrinsic or not, a state’s being a state’s being 
conscious is a distinct property from its conscious is a distinct property from its 
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contentcontent,, which is what’s relevant to utility. which is what’s relevant to utility. 
Also, it’s unclear how the hypothesis that Also, it’s unclear how the hypothesis that 
being conscious is intrinsic squares with being conscious is intrinsic squares with 
the delays in consciousness revealed by the delays in consciousness revealed by 
the the LibetLibet--Haggard experiments.Haggard experiments.
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A final A final methodologicalmethodological point:  point:  
HOTs figured in this HOTs figured in this §§ only to undermine only to undermine 
the idea that executive function must have the idea that executive function must have 
some beneficial tie with consciousness by some beneficial tie with consciousness by 
way of higherway of higher--order states.order states.way of higherway of higher order states.  order states.  
So So my argument against functionality is my argument against functionality is 
still independent of the HOT theorystill independent of the HOT theory..
My arguments against functionality do My arguments against functionality do 
often appeal to considerations that I have often appeal to considerations that I have 
also used in support of the HOT theory.also used in support of the HOT theory.
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also used in support of the HOT theory.also used in support of the HOT theory.
But those considerations support both But those considerations support both 
HOTs and the absence of significant HOTs and the absence of significant 
functionality functionality independently of one independently of one 
anotheranother..
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SummarySummary
Even when intentional states areEven when intentional states areEven when intentional states are Even when intentional states are 
conscious, their being conscious conscious, their being conscious does little  does little  
if anything to facilitateif anything to facilitate rational thinking, rational thinking, 
intentional action, executive function,     intentional action, executive function,     
or the correcting of chains of reasoning.or the correcting of chains of reasoning.
Elsewhere I have argued that we canElsewhere I have argued that we can——
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Elsewhere I have argued that we canElsewhere I have argued that we can
independently of any such functionality independently of any such functionality 
and of evolutionary selection pressuresand of evolutionary selection pressures——
explain why those higherexplain why those higher--order states do order states do 
very often occur.very often occur.
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Thank you for Thank you for 
your attention your attention 
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